Dear Students, Dear Colleagues,

Last Monday the Academic Senate of Politecnico has decided a significant investment to cope with the requirements that teaching will have to face in the future. Not only needs related to the post-emergency period of the next semester but to the transformations that we will be able to undertake in a situation of "new normality". A project to write, which will need the contribution of Schools, Study Programmes and all Professors.

In a first phase it will be necessary to guarantee the teaching to all our students, whether or not they have the opportunity to reach our University, maintaining the autonomy of the Study Programmes and of the Professors in evaluating the best solutions and enhancing the technical equipments of our classrooms. A new challenge to write.

Yesterday a colleague pointed out to me that I should wish everyone a happy April 25. I apologize and remedy this by referring you all to the speech of our President Sergio Mattarella.

Best regards

Ferruccio Resta
Rector of Politecnico di Milano